Abstract: The etiology of congenital heart defects (CHD) is not known for many affected patients. In the present study, we examined the association between industrial emissions and CHD in urban and rural Alberta. We acquired the emissions data reported in the Canadian National Pollutant Release Inventory (n = 18) and identified CHD patients born in Alberta from 2003–2010 (n = 2413). We identified three groups of emissions after principal component analysis: Groups 1, 2, and 3. The distribution of exposure to the postal codes with births was determined using an inverse distance weighted approach. Poisson or negative binomial regression models helped estimate associations (relative risk (RR), 95% Confidence Intervals (CI)) adjusted for socioeconomic status and two criteria pollutants: nitrogen dioxide and particulate matter with a mean aerodynamic diameter \( \leq 2.5 \) micrometers. The adjusted RR in urban settings was 1.8 (95% CI: 1.5, 2.3) for Group 1 and 1.4 (95% CI: 1.3, 1.6) for both Groups 2 and 3. In rural postal codes, Groups 1 and 3 emissions had a RR of 2.6 (95% CI: 1.03, 7). Associations were only observed in postal codes with the highest levels of emissions and maps demonstrated that regions with very high exposures were sparse.
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1. Introduction

Congenital heart disease (CHD) affects nearly 1% of newborns worldwide [1,2] and is the most common cause of neonatal death among babies with birth defects [3]. Although the etiology for some CHD can be directly attributed to known chromosomal anomalies, Mendelian syndromes, and non-syndromic single gene disorders [4,5], the majority are thought to be multifactorial and related to complex interactions between intrauterine exposures and developmental processes with or without a genetic predisposition [6,7].
With the lack of a defined etiology for most CHD, there has been an increasing interest in investigating the potential role of exposures to environmental toxicants; however, the results have been inconsistent and have focused primarily on urban criteria pollutants such as sulphur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide, particulate matter, and ozone [8]. Two recent meta-analyses examining studies that reported a relationship between criteria air pollutants and CHD found a consistent positive association between nitrogen dioxide and coarctation of the aorta [9,10]. Fewer studies have examined the association between industrial emissions and CHD, and of those, the most consistent positive associations for CHD have been with organic compounds (e.g., benzene, trichloroethylene, toluene) [11–14]. Finally, most investigations have concentrated on single pollutant exposures with only one previous report having examined the relationship between urban multipollutant exposures and CHD [15].

Over the past five decades, the province of Alberta has witnessed growing industrial development owing to the discovery and exploitation of the oil sands in the 1970s, which was accompanied by rapid population growth. Naturally, concerns have been raised about the adverse impact of industrial pollution sources on planetary health such as the health of ecosystems, biodiversity, and natural landscapes in which people live [16]. Human beings have a complex connection and dependency on the health of the ecosystems. If anthropogenic sources of environmental pollution challenge the natural systems, it results in adverse health effects that impact all living species. The Public Health Agency of Canada has documented that the prevalence of CHD in the province is greater than the national average [17]. Furthermore, Canada is part of the initiative established by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) in 1996 to develop registries that capture toxic emissions from industries operating in those countries. Thus the government of Canada established a National Pollutant Release Inventory (NPRI) to capture and track emissions released onsite or offsite into air, water, and soil, for monitoring and management purposes. Given public access to the NPRI and the fact that we have centralized pediatric cardiology services with two referral centers in Alberta, we sought to investigate the potential exposure to multiple pollutant exposures on CHD development by assigning the sum of the inverse distance weighted emissions on the maternal residential postal code in urban and rural Alberta.

2. Results

2.1. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

The PCA matrix revealed three groups of industrial emissions which were selected based on the correlation coefficient ≥0.6, highlighted in Table 1. Group 1 consisted of benzene, carbon disulfide, carbon monoxide, toluene, sulphur dioxide, toluene, and 1,3 butadiene; Group 2 consisted of ethylene oxide, methyl-isobutyl-ketone, methanol, chloroform, trichloroethylene, and 1,3 butadiene; Group 3 consisted of mercury, arsenic, hexachlorobenzene, lead, and cadmium (the chemicals are presented in the order of their correlation coefficient from the highest to lowest). Out of the 17 industrial sectors operating in Alberta, only 11 sectors reported emissions released to air to the NPRI for the study period (2003–2010). The total number of emitting facilities (EF) was greater in rural (n = 1172, 75%) compared to urban regions (n = 388, 25%). The rural postal codes had the highest proportion of emissions in tonnes (2,894,743, 60%) compared to urban (1,958,101, 40%) for the study period (Supplementary Figure S1A) and Group 1 emissions in amounts were dominant compared to Group 2 and 3 emissions. The mining, utilities, and manufacturing sectors contributed 99.6% of the total emissions in the province. The proportions of the emissions based on the three main sectors for the three multipollutant groups are shown in Supplementary Figure S1B. The mining sector contributed the largest proportion of the emissions followed by manufacturing and utilities sectors. The utilities sector was more dominant in rural postal codes.
Table 1. Principal Component Analysis matrix of the 18 industrial emissions included in the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industrial Emissions</th>
<th>Principal Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Group 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzene</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Disulfide</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Monoxide</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulphur Dioxide</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toluene</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,3-Butadiene</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloroform</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethylene Oxide</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methanol</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methyl-isobutyl-ketone</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trichloroethylene</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadmium</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexachlorobenzene</td>
<td>−0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>−0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Ethoxyethanol</td>
<td>−0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-Methyl-2-Pyrrolidone</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Industrial emissions with a correlation coefficient ≥0.6 (bold italics) were selected and kept in the principal component they represent.

2.2. Distribution of Emitting Facilities and Exposure on Alberta Postal Codes

We worked with a total of 54,240 postal codes, where 52,077 postal codes had emitting facilities within a 10 km radius and 2163 other postal codes had emitting facilities beyond a 10 km radius. The postal codes with no facilities within the 10 km radius were included as part of the distribution of exposures fitting in the lowest category of exposure. Most of the postal codes (n = 53,561, 98.7%) were urban, whereas (n = 679, 0.01%) were rural (Table 2). However, because of the likelihood that an emitting facility could impact both urban and rural postal codes based on distance regardless of the location, we found that the median number of emitting facilities impacting urban postal codes was higher (n = 60, IQR 84) than the rural postal codes (n = 10, IQR 15) due to a larger number of postal codes with births in urban regions compared to rural postal codes. After calculating the inverse distance weighted (IDW) exposure by the facilities within 10 km of the postal codes of interest, the median total exposure was significantly higher in urban (0.6 tonnes, IQR 2.4) compared to rural postal codes (0.07 tonnes, IQR 0.3). Similarly, when considering the median exposure of the three multipollutant groups, it was significantly higher in urban compared to rural postal codes (Table 2). Figure 1 presents the decile distribution of the IDW exposure for all and Group 1 emissions and the tertile distribution of Groups 2 and 3, comparing urban and rural postal codes.
### Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the emissions, postal codes exposed to the emissions, and congenital heart defect (CHD) counts in urban and rural Alberta.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Urban</th>
<th>Rural</th>
<th>* p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total postal codes</td>
<td>53,561</td>
<td>679</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of postal codes with EF in a 10 km radius</td>
<td>51,546</td>
<td>531</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of postal codes without EF in a 10 km radius</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>148</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count of EF per Postal Code (Min)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count of EF per Postal Code (Max)</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>183</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median number of EF impacting each postal code (IQR)</td>
<td>60 (84)</td>
<td>10 (15)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum total IDW emissions in tonnes</td>
<td>170,497</td>
<td>1632</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum Group 1 IDW emissions in tonnes</td>
<td>168,434</td>
<td>1608</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum Group 2 IDW emissions in kg</td>
<td>205,089,526</td>
<td>23,689</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum Group 3 IDW emissions in kg</td>
<td>9043</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median total emissions in tonnes (IQR)</td>
<td>0.6 (2.4)</td>
<td>0.07 (0.3)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Group 1 emissions in tonnes (IQR)</td>
<td>0.6 (2.3)</td>
<td>0.07 (0.3)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Group 2 emissions in kg (IQR)</td>
<td>6 (39)</td>
<td>0.0000 (0.00)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Group 3 emissions in kg (IQR)</td>
<td>$2.2 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>($1.5 \times 10^{-7}$)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total CHD counts n = 2413 (%)</td>
<td>1967 (81.5)</td>
<td>446 (18.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson mean of CHD counts (95% CI)</td>
<td>0.04 (0.04, 0.04)</td>
<td>0.66 (0.59, 0.72)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < 0.005 = statistically significant. EF = Emitting Facilities. IDW = Inverse Distance Weight. CI = Confidence Intervals. IQR = Interquartile range. † = Group 2 and 3 were emitted in small quantities in rural postal codes and are represented in kilograms.

---

**Figure 1.** Distribution of inverse distance weighted (IDW) exposure in urban and rural Alberta. (A) Total sum of exposure from all emissions showed significantly higher medians in urban 1st and 3rd deciles and higher median in rural 10th decile. (B) Group 1 showed significantly higher median differences in urban 1st and 8th deciles and rural 10th decile. (C) Tertiles of Group 2 emissions with significantly higher median in urban 1st and 2nd tertiles and rural 3rd tertile. (D) Tertiles of Group 3 emissions with significantly higher median in urban 1st tertile (Mann Whitney U test, * p < 0.05).
2.3. Distribution of CHD in Urban and Rural Alberta

There were a total of 2413 CHD cases that had an emitting facility within 10 km for the eight study years. The number of postal codes with CHD cases was higher in the urban \((n = 1967, 82\%)\) than in the rural regions \((n = 446, 18\%)\) (Table 2), consistent with the number of urban and rural postal codes and the distribution of the Alberta population (80% residing in urban and 20% in rural postal codes). Nevertheless, the Poisson mean CHD counts by postal code were higher in rural 0.66 (95% CI: 0.59, 0.72) compared to urban postal codes 0.04 (95% CI: 0.04, 0.04). CHD cases assigned to each one of the decile exposure categories (all and Group 1) and to the tertile categories (Groups 2 and 3) emissions are presented in Figure 2.
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**Figure 2.** Distribution of the Poisson average of congenital heart defect (CHD) cases and 95% confidence intervals (CI) in urban and rural postal codes exposed to the percentile categories of inverse distance weighted (IDW) emissions. Rural postal codes had a larger average and variability of CHD cases per postal code in all the deciles for the sum of all emissions (A) and Group 1 emissions (B). The overall distributions in both Figure 2A,B were similar, and in urban postal codes, the average and variability were constant. For Group 2 (C) and Group 3 emissions (D), the average and variability of CHD cases by postal code was high in rural compared to urban postal codes, with the highest average in the 3rd tertile where the exposure was the highest.

2.4. Adjusted Inverse Distance Weighted Exposure on CHD in Urban and Rural Postal Codes

2.4.1. Urban Postal Codes

Adjusted values indicated an increased association with CHD in the highest decile of exposure to all and Group 1 emissions \([RR = 1.8 (1.50, 2.3)\) for both\) (Figure 3A,B). The postal codes with the highest exposures from all and Group 1 emissions equally accounted for 16% of all CHD urban cases, which were found in 10% of the urban postal codes (Supplementary Tables S1 and S2). In addition, there was a decreased association with CHD in the 4th and 6th decile of moderate exposure to all emissions \([RR = 0.73 (0.58, 0.93),\) and \(RR = 0.66 (0.51, 0.84),\) respectively\) (Figure 3A). Group 1 also showed decreased associations in the 4th, 6th, and 7th deciles \([RR= 0.75 (0.59, 0.95),\) \(RR = 0.65 (0.51, 0.84)\) and
Relative risk (RR) = 0.78 (0.62, 0.98), respectively] (Figure 3B). Similar to all and to Group 1 emissions, Groups 2 and 3 also showed associations in the postal codes with the highest exposure [RR = 1.4 (1.3, 1.6) and RR = 1.4 (1.2, 1.6), respectively]. The postal codes in the highest tertile accounted for 40% of CHD cases and 34% of the postal codes (Supplementary Table S3). There was a decreased association with Group 3 in the 2nd tertile [RR = 0.84 (0.73, 0.96)] (Figure 4A,B).

Figure 3. Adjusted relative risk of postal codes exposed to the sum of all and Group 1 only emissions in urban and rural regions. (A) Shows a significant increased risk ratio in the 10th decile with the highest exposure and inverse associations in the 4th and 6th deciles with modest exposure in urban postal codes. (B) Shows an increased risk ratio in the 10th decile with the highest exposure and inverse associations in the 4th, 6th and 7th deciles with modest exposure in urban postal codes. (C) Shows a significantly increased risk ratio in the 10th decile with the highest exposure in rural postal codes.

Figure 4. Adjusted relative risk of postal codes exposed to Group 2 and 3 emissions on CHD in urban and rural regions. (A,B) show increased risk ratio in the 3rd tertile with the highest exposure to Group 2 and 3 in urban postal codes. Group 3 also showed a significant inverse association in the 2nd tertile of exposure. (C) Shows the rural postal codes exposed to Group 2 emissions with no effect which may have been related to the small sample size. (D) Shows increased risk ratio (RR) of exposure to Group 3 in the 3rd tertile in rural postal codes.
2.4.2. Rural Postal Codes

Although there was no effect observed for all emissions combined and Group 2 emissions in rural postal codes, there was an increased association with CHD in the postal codes with the highest exposure to Group 1 emissions \[\text{relative risk (RR) = 2.6 (1.0, 6.6)}\] (Figure 3C). The postal codes with the highest exposure represented only 2% of rural postal codes and had 5% of all rural CHD cases (Supplementary Table S2). Postal codes exposed to Group 3 emissions also showed associations in the highest tertile \[\text{RR = 2.6 (1.0, 7)}\] (Figure 4D). The postal codes in this tertile included 2% of all rural postal codes and it contained 5% of all rural CHD cases (Supplementary Table S3).

The sensitivity analysis to explore the effects of changes in model specification did not show any difference with the results analyzed at 10 km. We retained the effects in urban postal codes for all emissions and the three groups of emissions when applying an eight or nine km radius. In the rural postal codes we gained effects for postal codes exposed to all the emissions and retained effects for Group 1 and 3 emissions. We attempted analysis at five km but only 35% of the CHD cases were within those areas and the models did not work because of the small sample size.

2.4.3. Geographic Distribution of Urban and Rural Postal Codes with the Highest Exposure to Emissions

In urban regions, there were a total of 5410 postal codes with the highest exposure to Group 1 emissions (Table 3) and (Figure 5A). However, all of the CHD cases in this category \((n = 317)\) were located in only 293 (5%) of the postal codes (Table 3). For Group 2, the highest exposure tertile contained a total of 18,062 postal codes (Table 3) (Figure 5B), and only 730 (4%) contained all the CHD cases \((n = 786)\) in this category (Table 3). For Group 3, the highest exposure tertile contained a total of 18,068 postal codes (Table 3) (Figure 5C), and only 741 (4%) contained all the CHD cases \((n = 799)\) in this category (Table 3).

The postal codes for the individual three multipollutant groups showed similar distributions and were situated in the central, south, and western parts of Alberta, but mainly in the two largest cities of the province (Edmonton and Calgary).

In the rural regions, there were a total of 14 postal codes that had the highest exposure to Group 1 emissions (Table 3). Seven (50%) of the postal codes with the highest exposure had CHD cases (Table 3). Furthermore, there were a total of 12 postal codes in the highest exposure tertile to Group 3 emissions (Table 3) and six (50%) of the postal codes had CHD cases (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Exposure Category</th>
<th>Total Postal Codes</th>
<th>Postal Codes with CHD (%)</th>
<th>Number of CHD Cases</th>
<th>Min Cases</th>
<th>Max Cases</th>
<th>Min Exposure (tonnes)</th>
<th>Max Exposure (tonnes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Group 1 in 10th Decile</td>
<td>5410</td>
<td>293 (5)</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Group 2 in 3rd Tertile</td>
<td>18,062</td>
<td>730 (4)</td>
<td>786</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2461 ‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Group 3 in 3rd Tertile</td>
<td>18,068</td>
<td>741 (4)</td>
<td>799</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>3.9 ‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>Group 1 in 10th Decile</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7 (50)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Group 2 in 3rd Tertile</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6 (33)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>17,340 ‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Group 3 in 3rd Tertile</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6 (50)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>12 ‡</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‡ = Group 2 and 3 emissions were emitted in small amounts and were not detectable in tonnes, therefore we chose to show them in kilograms.
The postal codes with the highest exposure to Groups 1 and 3 emissions were few and sparse. They were situated in the central and northern parts of Alberta. Because the rural postal codes had low numbers of cases, we cannot present a map displaying their location. Because of confidentiality concerns, the ethics approval for this work did not permit presentation of maps with postal codes having less than ten individuals.

![Image of geographic location of urban postal codes with the highest exposure to emissions.](image)

Figure 5. Geographic location of urban postal codes with the highest exposure to emissions. (A) Displays postal codes exposed to Group 1 emissions (5410). (B) Displays postal codes exposed to Group 2 emissions (18,062). (C) Displays postal codes exposed to Group 3 emissions (18,068). Similar patterns are observed for the three groups and most the exposed postal codes are situated in the two main cities of the province: Edmonton and Calgary.

3. Discussion

Our investigation found positive associations of CHD occurrence in the postal codes with the highest air emissions of multipollutant groups (identified by the principal component analysis) from industrial sources in the province. Specifically, we found associations with urban postal codes exposed to the highest levels of all emissions and the three multipollutant groups individually, whilst the rural postal codes had associations with highest exposures to Group 1 and 3 emissions. In addition, we found the associations to be stronger in rural compared to urban postal codes. We also observed a decreased association in urban postal codes with moderate exposure from all and Groups 1 and 3 emissions. Mapping the postal codes with the highest emissions revealed that very few postal codes were exposed to the highest levels of emissions.

3.1. Multipollutant Exposures and CHD

An advantage of our study is that we used a comprehensive list of chemicals emitted to the air (from the NPRI) that otherwise would not be available since not many chemicals are routinely monitored in the environment. Although our study did not examine the interactions of these chemicals in the atmosphere, the positive associations we observed were found in the context of independent groups of industrial emissions and not of chemicals acting individually. These new associations for groups of industrial emissions potentially support the notion of multipollutant human exposures and adverse health outcomes as a new paradigm that requires exploration by the research community [18].

To assess the association of emissions and CHD development, we modeled exposures of all air emissions released by industries in Alberta and a subset of three multipollutant groups we identified using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). This analysis only provides information about co-variating chemicals regardless of location, participation of multiple or single industrial facilities, or processes...
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involved. PCA has been used in only one previously reported study to examine the role of groups of urban pollutants and CHD [15]. In that case-control study, three pollutant groups were identified: nitrogen dioxide and carbon monoxide; particulate matter and ozone; and sulphur dioxide alone. Although their results are not fully comparable to ours since they utilized urban monitored pollutants from various sources, they found positive associations which did not reach statistical significance with groups containing sulphur dioxide and carbon monoxide. This was consistent with our observations for Group 1 emissions which contained both gases. Interestingly and contrary to our study, the associations in their study were attenuated in the highest levels of exposure.

The combinations of pollutants we identified have not been previously reported to have an association with CHD and they were released by three main sectors (manufacturing, utilities, and mining) operating in urban and rural regions. However, other studies have explored the association between individual chemicals or categories of chemicals found among our multipollutant groups and CHD. For instance, an earlier study by Gilboa et al. examined the potential role of maternal occupational exposures to classes of organic solvents and CHD [19]. They had found positive associations of maternal exposure to any solvent or class of chlorinated solvents (e.g., trichloroethylene) with ventricular septal defects specifically. Of the single pollutant studies, only CO, SO$_2$, and trichloroethylene have been associated with CHD [9,12,20]. Our study did not examine occupational exposures and we did not have the statistical power to examine subtypes of CHD; however, we identified heterogeneous groups and mixtures of toxicants which were associated with CHD in general. Group 1 emissions, which were more ubiquitous, consisted of volatile organic compound gases (VOCs) (1,3-buta diene, carbon disulfide, benzene, toluene) and other gases (SO$_2$, CO) and these were emitted in large amounts compared to Group 2 and 3 emissions. Group 2 contained chlorinated solvents (chloroform, trichloroethylene), alcohol-based solvents (methanol, methyl-isobutyl-ketone), and a VOC (ethylene oxide) and Group 3 contained arsenic, cadmium, lead, mercury, and hexachlorobenzene. It is plausible that the positive associations we observed were driven by individual toxicants in the groups they cohabit, such as SO$_2$ in Group 1; trichloroethylene in Group 2; and lead in Group 3. However, it is also possible that the combination of toxicants, given their covariation as defined by PCA, may have been equally or even more contributory.

In our study we found positive associations between heavy metals and CHD in both urban and rural postal codes. However, previous studies have shown inconsistent associations between heavy metals and CHD, reporting both negative and positive associations [14]. According to our PCA results, the participation of heavy metals in Group 1 and 2 was minimal based on the loading factors. Nevertheless, we do not know how they could interact with the other dominant chemicals in the groups they cohabit or whether they originate from the same industrial processes or are emitted by the same sources.

The proportion of the pollutant mixtures in terms of the dose and concentrations requires further exploration and determination in future studies. Overall, the urban postal codes showed positive associations with all three multipollutant groups in the highest levels of exposure whereas the associations in rural postal codes were only observed with highest levels of Groups 1 and 3 emissions. This observation suggests that the exposure from emissions is more in urban populations as this was also borne out by the positive associations with the overall sum of all the emissions. Interestingly, the size of the risk was higher in rural postal codes possibly related to higher concentrations of pollutants in the highest level of exposure in rural postal codes. The wide confidence interval including the large variance which was greater than the average of cases in rural postal codes is suggestive of clustering of CHD in some rural postal codes which require further geographic spatial analysis. Given our observations, we could suggest that the monitoring of emissions identified in this paper should initially focus on locations exposed to the highest levels of exposure in both urban and rural regions.
3.2. Negative Associations of Multipollutant Exposures and CHD in Urban Postal Codes

Urban postal codes presented us with both modest associations in the highest levels of exposure and smaller magnitude, but statistically significant, decreased associations in the moderately exposed postal codes, a phenomenon not observed in rural postal codes. These differences could potentially be due to other unmeasured variables such as wind dispersion, terrain, the effect of buildings and meteorological factors, and stack height that may protect some postal codes from the exposure of air pollutants in urban populations [21–23]. Our study assigned exposure to the maternal residential postal code by considering the influence of distance on the tonnes emitted by the surrounding industrial facilities. However, it has been shown that intra-urban differences in air pollutant dispersion do exist, and, as such, more sophisticated dispersion models should be undertaken to assign more accurate exposure estimates in environmental epidemiology studies [24–26].

3.3. Rural Higher Average of CHD by Postal Code

We found a consistently higher average of CHD in rural postal codes for all levels of exposure compared to urban postal codes. However, positive associations accounted only for those postal codes exposed to the highest emissions after adjusting for neighborhood socio-economic status (SES) and other predominantly traffic related confounders such as nitrogen dioxide (NO$_2$) and particulate matter with a mean aerodynamic diameter $\leq$2.5 micrometers (PM$_{2.5}$). Exposures to environmental hazards present in water or soil were not measured in our study. There are also unique genetic risks independent of or potentially contributing to the effect of emissions in the different ethnicities common in rural areas of Alberta (e.g., First Nations, Hutterite) that warrant further exploration.

3.4. Plausible Pathogenetic Mechanisms for Industrial Multipollutants and CHD

The groups of chemicals identified in the study present an opportunity for the discussion of potential pathogenic mechanisms that may require their interactions to culminate in abnormal cardiac morphogenesis. No previous experimental models have been used to examine the role of multipollutants in CHD. The cellular and molecular mechanisms responsible for cardiac dysmorphogenesis are known for some specific chemical/pollutant exposures. For instance, organic solvents including chlorinated solvents such as trichloroethylene, one of the pollutants in our study, have been shown to alter cardiac morphogenesis through oxidative stress-mediated dysregulation of developmental signals [19,27,28]. Genetic variations in the ability of the fetus or pregnant mother to eliminate some chemicals may explain abnormalities. Glutathione S-transferases (GSTs), for example, are enzymes essential for detoxification of many chemicals [8]. In a small number of human pregnancies exposed to organic solvents and resultant fetal pathology, Ronan et al. [29] found fetal genetic abnormalities in this enzyme to be associated with the occurrence of congenital anomalies which included CHD.

Epigenetic modifications of the DNA secondary to chemical exposures in children are now gaining attention. A literature review by Bitto et al. proposed that environmental toxicant exposures during the vulnerable period of fetal development and early childhood could be responsible for adverse health outcomes in children [30]. Interestingly, all of the heavy metals in Group 3 (cadmium, lead, mercury, arsenic) have been proposed to induce epigenetic alterations in children which could result in neurodevelopmental disorders such as autism, attention deficit disorders, and cancer or endocrine disorders [30]. Although there are currently no studies which have demonstrated epigenetic alterations due to chemical toxicant exposures in the context of CHD, including the reported chemicals in our study, preliminary investigations are emerging which document the relevance of epigenetic changes in synchrony with genetic transcription factors that play a crucial role in abnormal cardiac morphogenesis [31–33]. Further animal/translational investigations that explore the impact of exposure to pollutant mixtures on cardiac development are necessary to better define this relationship on a whole organ, cellular, and molecular level.
4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Study Population

We searched for all children with echocardiography confirmed CHD born in Alberta between January 2004 and August 2011 from the pediatric echocardiographic Xcelera (Philips, Markham, ON, Canada) regional databases. The databases covered every single case occurring in the province. Data for each case included only birth date and mothers’ residential postal code at time of diagnosis. We used the second digit of the first three characters of the Alberta postal code to identify cases in urban and rural areas as defined elsewhere [34]. Ethics approval was obtained from the participating institutions (Stollery and Alberta Children’s Hospitals). They included a clause indicating that privacy and confidentiality regulation prevents displaying maps showing individual postal codes where a low number of cases exists.

Case ascertainment was performed by retrieving all echocardiographic and surgical reports to confirm a diagnosis of CHD. For patients with multiple echocardiographic examinations, the most consistent major umbrella diagnosis was accepted as the diagnosis, and when there was uncertainty regarding the primary embryological group, the echocardiogram was reviewed by a pediatric echocardiographer or the operative diagnosis was chosen. We considered all cases with structural heart abnormalities, including those with a patent ductus arteriosus present at >6 months and those with an atrial septal defect after one year or in whom surgical or device closure was necessary. We excluded patients with cardiomyopathies and no structural CHD, neonatal peripheral pulmonary stenosis, a patent ductus arteriosus at <6 months, an atrial septal defect at <1 year, and all cases born outside of the province.

4.2. Pollution Data

We accessed the NPRI to obtain annual reports of all chemicals released regardless of the processes involved, and the geographic coordinates of the emitting facilities in Alberta from 2003–2010. We then identified chemicals recognized as developmental toxicants but not known to have cardiac teratogenicity from the Proposition 65 list compiled by the Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment of the California Environmental Protection Agency [35] (referred for simplicity as industrial emissions/chemicals or pollutants throughout the manuscript). We found that overall, 99% of the emissions had been released to air, and therefore we focused on air emissions. In order to reduce the number of pollutant variables in the analyses and examine multipollutant groups, we applied principal components analysis (PCA) [36] to provincial amounts in tonnes. The correlation matrix of the PCA used standardized individual chemicals because of large variations in emitted amounts. To fulfill the required criteria that the number of observations should be greater than the number of variables [36], we selected the chemicals according to sectors using the North American Industrial Classification System at Level 2 [37]. We retained three rotated principal components which accounted for 74% of cumulative variability and 21% of variance for amounts released in tonnes. We selected chemicals with a correlation coefficient $\geq |0.6|$ to keep in the corresponding groups, which we named Group 1 to 3.

4.3. Exposure Assessment

As the study population consisted of CHD cases born between January 2004 and August 2011, we used the chemicals emitted to air in the year in which the first trimester occurred between 2003 and 2010, assuming that the cases were born at term. For the cases whose first trimester straddled two years, we assigned the case to the preceding year as the year of exposure. In order to obtain all the postal codes where a birth and a potential chemical exposure occurred, we accessed the Alberta Perinatal Health Program database [38]. We obtained partial data indicating the postal codes where at least one birth occurred, but not the number of births. We characterized the percentile distribution of the potentially exposed population, by assigning estimated chemical exposure to every postal code.
(see below) where at least one birth occurred during the study period. On the basis of postal code, we assigned the CHD cases to those categories of exposure for further analysis. We used the sum of the tonnes of chemicals emitted within 10 km of the postal code after weighting by the inverse distance from the emitting facilities (EF) to the centroid of the postal code of the maternal residence, as a proxy to account for higher or lower chemical exposures as a function of the proximity to emitting facilities. We first estimated the Euclidean distance from the population-weighted centroid of the postal codes obtained from Digital Mapping Technology Incorporated Spatial CanMap Postal Code Suite 2013 [39] to all the surrounding EF within a 10-km radius using ArcGIS 10.4, and calculated the inverse distance. Then, we multiplied the inverse distance by the tonnes emitted from each facility within the 10-km radius and summed the product for the postal codes for the eight-year study period (2003–2010). We used a 10-km radius because in our exploratory analysis we found that 90% of the CHD cases were within 10-km of an industrial emitting facility, and in our analysis, all the CHD cases were within 10 km. We analyzed the exposure to all chemicals emitted in the province and the identified multipollutant groups using percentile categories to define exposure gradients. Most of the postal codes (96% urban; 77% rural) were exposed to all and Group 1 chemicals allowing categorization in deciles. Since larger urban/rural differences were observed for Groups 2 and 3 (70% urban; 10% rural), we assigned these two groups of chemicals to tertile categories (most of the exposure was very small, approaching zero). The lowest exposure category was designated as the reference in the analysis.

4.4. Statistical Analysis

We examined overall counts of CHD in urban and rural postal codes and did not attempt to analyze according to subtypes of CHD as the sample sizes were small. We used descriptive statistics for the percentile distribution of the inverse distance weighed exposure at the postal code where births occurred and the corresponding counts of CHD cases per exposure category in urban and rural postal codes. Differences in exposure categories were measured using the non-parametric tests—Mann–Whitney U test (two groups) and Kruskal–Wallis (more than two groups)—because of non-normal distributions of the data. In addition to non-normal distributions, the fact that CHD is a rare disease and we only had CHD counts by postal code, we applied Poisson regression models for the urban postal codes. However, for the rural postal codes we used negative binomial regression models because the observed variance was greater than the mean of CHD cases by postal code, probably related to the small sample size. We reported adjusted associations of relative risk (RR) and (95% CI) between CHD occurrence and all emissions and the three multipollutant groups. Confounders included in the analysis were: (1) a previously developed socio-economic status (SES) index by Chan et al. [40] applied at the postal code level; and (2) land use regression models for nitrogen dioxide (NO\textsubscript{2}) and particulate matter with a mean aerodynamic diameter \( \leq \)2.5 micrometers (PM\textsubscript{2.5}) constructed by Hystad et al. [41] to estimate pollutant concentrations at the postal code level across Alberta. To assess whether our results were robust to changes in model specification with regards to exposure, we conducted sensitivity analyses including subsamples at distances <10 km. We used STATA 13 and IBM SPSS 24 for statistical analysis and ESRI ArcGIS 10.4 for mapping.

5. Strengths and Limitations

Because of the centralized pediatric cardiology services in Alberta, the strength of our study is that we used a database which captured all CHD cases born in Alberta with complete case ascertainment. Our study sheds light on a potential association between industrial air-emitted chemicals, Group 1 (benzene, carbon disulfide, toluene, 1, 3 butadiene, carbon monoxide, and sulphur dioxide); Group 2 (1, 3 butadiene, chloroform, ethylene oxide, methanol, methyl-isobutyl-ketone and trichloroethylene), and Group 3 (arsenic, cadmium, mercury, lead, and hexachlorobenzene) and CHD, but certain limitations must be recognized. Being an ecological study, the observations made at aggregate level cannot be inferred to individuals. Given our source of patient data, we were unable to account for other variables associated with CHD including genetic abnormalities, maternal health, and exposure.
to drugs, the exposure of folic acid supplementation, and meteorological data [42]. We may have underestimated the CHD counts because we did not include stillbirths and terminated pregnancies with fetal CHD; however, we had previously observed no increase in pregnancy terminations for CHD in the province during the study period and absolute termination rates are quite low in our province [43]. In addition, associations with specific subtypes of CHD were not examined because of the small number of cases.

We did not have data on gestational age at birth and yet some of our CHD cases could have been delivered prematurely, which could have resulted in exposure misclassification. The chemical exposure assigned to the postal code in tonnes is the sum of all distance weighted emissions from the neighboring facilities over a period of eight years. However, the actual dose that would potentially reach the human population requires precise pollutant measurements in addition to biomonitoring data.

Another limitation of the study is that because the emissions were reported annually in the NPRI, we were unable to assign the precise exposure to the critical window of cardiomorphogenesis. We did not have a maternal residential history at the time of conception and the first trimester of pregnancy. We obtained the postal code address given at the time of the initial echocardiogram and assumed it to be the same address as the first trimester of pregnancy which would be the period of cardiomorphogenesis. Previous studies have shown that a minority of women move during pregnancy [44,45], but we still acknowledge the existence of a potential exposure misclassification.

Another source of exposure misclassification is the fact that we had a measurement bias of the emissions because we used annual estimates reported in the NPRI and not monitored pollutants data. Our work represents an initial approach motivated by the fact that there is no existing comprehensive database of as many chemicals monitored in the environment as the ones reported in the NPRI.

6. Conclusions and Recommendations

We found regional variation in associations between the sum of all emissions and multipollutant groups in the postal codes with the highest exposure and CHD. The maps indicated that few postal codes were exposed to high emissions. The exposed urban postal codes concentrated in the main cities of the province and had positive associations with the sum of all the emissions and the three groups of the pollutants, whilst for the rural postal codes, the associations were detected for Group 1 and 3 pollutants only, perhaps as the number of postal codes exposed in these regions was extremely small. Furthermore, the other rural postal codes which had higher numbers of CHD cases not explained by chemicals require ongoing exploration of other potential contributors.

The findings from our study support the need to conduct more robust epidemiological studies which will include maternal risk factors and meteorological data to further validate these findings. We recommend that future studies should investigate the role of multiple pollutants in the evolution of CHD. The fact that we found associations only in the highest exposure categories in both urban and rural postal codes suggests the presence of a threshold of exposure to pollutants for CHD to develop not confounded by SES or other urban pollutants. This observation warrants future investigations to determine the threshold which would require the use of more precise data (e.g., monitored data) to identify the critical concentration of exposure in which CHD may occur.

Finally, we have shown potential associations between mixtures of industrial emissions and children’s heart maldevelopment. However, there is still a need to incorporate the findings from other species (e.g., [46,47]) to capture the complexity involved on the planetary health implications of environmental pollution.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2078-1547/9/2/26/s1. Figure S1. (A) Shows the proportion and trends of 18 chemicals in tonnes for urban and rural postal odes. The rural postal codes had the highest proportion of emissions released to air for the period 2003–2010. (B) Shows the distribution of the three groups of emissions derived from principal component analysis and the 3 main sectors (mining, manufacturing and utilities) which emitted the chemicals in urban and rural postal codes. Table S1. Regional Decile Distribution of the Sum of All Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW) Emissions and Congenital Heart Disease (CHD), Table S2. Regional Decile Distribution of Group1 Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW) Emissions and
Congenital Heart Disease, Table S3. Regional Tertile Distribution of Group 2 and 3 Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW) Emissions and Congenital Heart Disease (CHD).
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<tr>
<td>CHD</td>
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<tr>
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<td>IDW</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPRI</td>
<td>National Pollutant Release Inventory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>Principal Component Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR</td>
<td>Relative Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES</td>
<td>Socio-Economic Status</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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